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Abstract
One-pot synthesized twin perovskite oxide composite of BaCe0.5Fe0.5O3−δ (BCF),
comprising cubic and orthorhombic perovskite phases, shows triple-conducting
properties for promising solid oxide electrochemical cells. Phase composition
evolution of BCF under various conditions was systematically investigated,
revealing that the cubic perovskite phase could be fully/partially reduced into
the orthorhombic phase under certain conditions. The reduction happened
between the two phases at the interface, leading to the microstructure change.
As a result, the corresponding apparent conducting properties also changed due
to the difference between predominant conduction properties for each phase.
Based on the revealed phase composition, microstructure, and electrochemical
properties changes, a deep understanding of BCF’s application in different condi-
tions (oxidizing atmospheres, reducing/oxidizing gradients, cathodic conditions,
and anodic conditions) was achieved. Triple-conducting property (H+/O2−/e−),
fast open-circuit voltage response (∼16–∼470 mV) for gradients change, and
improved single-cell performance (∼31% lower polarization resistance at 600◦C)
were comprehensively demonstrated. Besides, the performance was analyzed
under anodic conditions, which showed that the microstructure and phase
change significantly affected the anodic behavior.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Perovskite oxides with unique electrical properties, such
as ionic (oxygen ionic or protonic), electronic, or mixed
ionic and electronic conductivities, have found exten-
sive applications (solid oxide cells, membrane reactors,
chemical sensors, and oxidation and thermochemical fuel
production catalysts) for energy conversion, storage, and
harvesting.1–6 In recent years, some perovskite oxides (e.g.,
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triple conducting oxides and co-ionic conducting oxides)
allowing the simultaneous transport of oxygen ions and
protons have attracted significant attention because of
their outstanding performance as oxygen electrodes7–9
and co-ionic electrolytes10,11 for solid oxide cells (e.g., solid
oxide fuel/electrolysis cells [SOFC/ECs] and protonic
ceramic fuel cell/ECs [PCFC]). The strategy of adjusting
dopants and structural symmetries has been intensively
investigated for discovering newmultiple ionic conducting
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(MIC) phase-pure perovskite oxides.7,9,12 However, both
proton and oxygen ion conductivity originated from the
oxygen vacancy introduced by the accepted dopant in
the B-site of the ABO3 perovskite structure, which was
significantly constrained by the limited dopant solu-
bility and operating conditions (e.g., temperatures and
atmospheres).13–15
The integration of proton-conducting perovskite oxides

and oxygen ion-conducting perovskite oxides to formMIC
composites provides a more facile way to combine proton
and oxygen ion conductivities. The easiness and indepen-
dence of adjusting the different phases’ fractions allow
more freedom to engineer the composites’ partial conduc-
tivities. The mechanical mixing8,16 and infiltration12,17 are
themost straightforwardmethods to prepareMIC compos-
ites, which, however, frequently results in poor two-phase
percolation microstructures, slow solid-state interfacial
reactions, precipitation of new phases, and rapid perfor-
mance degradations.18,19 The high-performance and stable
MIC composites consisting of two perovskite phases of
different symmetries (e.g., orthorhombic and cubic per-
ovskites) have been synthesized using the facile one-pot
synthesis method and utilized as oxygen electrodes for
solid oxide cells.20–22 Because of the simultaneous for-
mation and the similar crystal structures of the two
componential perovskite phases, this new type of compos-
ites was called twin-perovskite oxide composites (TPOCs)
in our previous work.23 The TPOCs usually have better
microstructure and stability than composites fabricated by
mechanical mixing and infiltration methods because the
high-temperature calcination of the well-dispersed com-
ponential precursor mixture could easily reach thermody-
namic equilibrium. However, except for the performance,
most of the other information, specifically the phase and
microstructure evolution and stability versus experimen-
tal conditions, which determine the potential applications,
are needed desperately to explore the applications of this
new family of MIC materials.
The TPOC with a nominal composition of

BaCe0.5Fe0.5O3−δ (BCF) comprised a Ce-rich orthorhom-
bic phase, and an Fe-rich cubic phase was first discovered
as a promising triple conducting cathode for PCFCs,
which showed much better performance compared with
phase-pure parent perovskite oxides.21 After that, it was
also demonstrated as a promising cathode for SOFCs
and an excellent hydrogen permeation membrane.24,25
In these reports, the authors claimed that the Ce-rich
orthorhombic phase was responsible for proton con-
duction, whereas the Fe-rich cubic phase was for mixed
oxygen ion and electron conduction. The driving force
for the formation of TPOC during the one-pot synthesis
was suggested to be the significant radii change of multi-
valent elements and resulting lattice stress of mismatch
between two-phase structures.25–27 It could be imagined

that applied atmospheres at certain temperatures may
significantly affect the phase compositions and achieve
different conduction properties for various application
circumstances in solid oxide electrochemical cells, which
have not been investigated in previous reports. Therefore,
it is necessary to carefully investigate the atmosphere
dependence of phase compositions, microstructures, and
electrochemical properties for BCF to explore the potential
of BCF working as component materials of solid oxide
electrochemical cells.
Herein, we applied various atmospheres and tempera-

tures to determine the change of BCF samples in aspects
of phase compositions, microstructures, and electrochem-
ical properties. Based on these results, demonstrations
of BCF in several electrochemical application conditions
were conducted to evaluate its feasibility, which provided
the guidance for further research of BCF and showed an
exemplar analysis methodology for other TPOCs.

2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

2.1 Preparation of BCF powders

BCF powders were synthesized by a modified Pechini
method through one-pot synthesis to achieve thermody-
namic equilibrium during synthesis, which was reported
in our previous work.23 Figure 1 describes the detailed syn-
thesis procedures for four types of BCF powders studied
in this work. Stoichiometric amounts of Ba(NO3)2 (99+%,
Alfa Aesar), Ce(NO3)3⋅6H2O (99.5 wt%, Alfa Aesar), and
Fe(NO3)3⋅9H2O (98+%, Alfa Aesar) salts were first added
to the appropriate amount of deionized water in a Pyrex
glass beaker. The ethylenediaminetetraacetic (99.4%, Alfa
Aesar) acid and citric acid monohydrate (99.5%, Acros
Organics) powders with molar ratios of 1.5 and 1 to
total metal ions were added to the mixture during mag-
netic stirring. After slowly adding ammonium hydroxide
(NH3⋅H2O, 28%–30% w/w, LabChem) to adjust pH around
10, all the solids dissolved and formed a clear solution. The
clear solution became a homogeneous and viscous gel after
gradually vaporizing the extra water at around 80–90◦C.
The gel turned into dark charcoal-like primary powder
after being dried at 150◦C for 48 h in a box oven. Then the
powder was fired at 600◦C for 5 h to get rid of most of the
carbon. After being ball-milled for 7 days in the 1-butanol
(Alfa Aesar) solvent with yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ)
balls as grinding media, the particle size of the primary
powder was further brought down. After evaporating at
90◦Cand firing at 500◦C, the powderwas further dispersed
in isopropanol by ball-milling for another 3 days to remove
agglomeration that might form during the firing process.
The fine BCF precursor powder was collected after further
drying at 90◦C for 48 h. The followed final calcination at
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F IGURE 1 The flowchart of BCF powder synthesis under different conditions

900◦C for 5 h under stagnant air achieved the crystallized
BCF composite powder, denoted as BCF-Multi.
Also, the BCF powders were synthesized by directly

firing the charcoal-like primary or precursor powders
through different post-processing. The direct calcination of
charcoal-like primary powder at 900◦C 5 h in the box fur-
nace under stagnant resulted in BCF-Direct powder. The
firing of the precursor powder under flowing dry 5 vol%
H2 (balanced by Ar) in a tubular furnace using the same
time and temperature resulted in BCF-Reduction powder.
Besides, the BCF + 20-mol% NiO powder (BCF + NiO-
Multi) was synthesized by following the same procedure as
that for BCF-Multi powder with additional Ni(NO3)2 (98%,
AlfaAesar) added togetherwith other chemicals at the first
step.
To further study the structure evolution of BCF compos-

ite powder, some specifically designed reduction and reox-
idation experiments were performed. A proper amount of
the as-prepared BCF-Direct powder was placed in an alu-
mina boat and treated in a tubular furnace at elevated
temperatures with a flow rate of 50 ml min−1 in a 5%
H2 atmosphere for reduction treatment. With a 5◦C/min
ramping rate, the furnace was heated up to 900◦C and
held for 24 h. After cooling to the room temperature at
the same rate, the reoxidation was conducted by heating
reduced BCF powder to 900◦C in the flowing air, and all
other conditions were kept the same. The same reduction–
reoxidation experiments for the BCF-Direct powders were
performed at 600 and 750◦C.
For the reduction treatments to simulate the phase evo-

lution during the investigation of anode application, the
BCF-Direct powder was treated under dry 5% H2 with a
flow rate of 50 ml min−1. After the 24-h treatment, the

gas was switched into dry H2 with the same flowing rate
for another 24-h treatment. Then, the atmospheres were
changed into wet 5% H2 (humidified by flow through the
bubbler at room temperature) and wet H2 for 24-h each,
sequentially.

2.2 Preparation of electrolyte and anode
precursor powders

The BaZr0.8Y0.2O3−δ (BZY20) + 1 wt% NiO and
BaCe0.7Zr0.1Y0.1Yb0.1O3−δ (BCZYYb) + 1 wt% NiO
electrolyte precursor powders, and BCZYYb-NiO anode
precursor powder were prepared by mechanically mixing
raw material powders. Taking BCZYYb precursor as an
example, proper amounts of BaCO3 (Alfa Aesar, 99.8%),
CeO2 (Alfa Aesar, 99.9%), ZrO2 (Alfa Aesar, 99.7%), Y2O3
(Alfa Aesar, 99.9%), and Yb2O3 (Alfa Aesar, 99.9%) were
mixed in the stoichiometry ratio of BCZYYb. A sintering
aid of 1 wt% NiO was added to the precursor mixture
and ball-milled for 48 h with 3-mm YSZ balls grinding
media and isopropanol as the grinding solvent. The slurry
was then heated at 150◦C in a box oven for 48 h to dry
thoroughly. The BCZYYb anode precursor containing
∼60 wt% NiO + 20 wt% (based on total solid) starch was
prepared using the same procedure.

2.3 Preparation of electrode/electrolyte
pastes

The fine BCF precursor powder with a much smaller par-
ticle size was used to prepare the electrode precursor paste
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to prepare BCF electrodes with desired porous nanos-
tructures. The BCF precursor powder, dispersant solution
(20 wt% Solsperse 28000 [Lubrizol] in terpineol solution),
and binder solution (5 wt% V-600 [Heraeus] in terpineol
solution) with a weight ratio of 15:3:1 weremanuallymixed
in an agate mortar using an agate pestle for 45 min, result-
ing in BCF cathode paste. Following the same procedure,
the BCF+ 20-mol%NiOanode paste and theBCZYYb elec-
trolyte paste were prepared from their precursor powders,
respectively.

2.4 Preparation of electrolyte pellets

The BCF pellets were made using the conventional
ceramic processing method of dry-pressing and furnace-
sintering. To be formed into green pellets, BCF-Direct
powder was first dry-pressed for 120 s under ∼400 MPa
in circular carbon-aided steel die set with a diameter of
19 mm. The green pellets with a thickness of ∼1 mm were
then sintered for 12 h at 1300◦C to achieve the final sintered
BCF pellets. The BCZYYb+ 1 wt%NiO and BZY20+ 1 wt%
NiO electrolyte pellets were prepared using the same pro-
cedures. The precursor powder of BCZYYb + 1 wt% NiO
or BZY20 + 1 wt% NiO electrolyte was pressed into green
pellets under 350 MPa for 120 s with a diameter of 19 mm
and a thickness of∼2mm. The BCZYYb/BZY20 electrolyte
pellets were obtained after sintering at 1450◦C for 18 h.

2.5 Preparation of symmetric cells

The electrode/electrolyte/electrode configuration was
used to prepare symmetrical cells. The BCF or BCF + 20-
mol% NiO precursor paste was screen printed on both
sides of the polished electrolyte pellets before being
annealed at 900◦C for 5 h. The silver paste was applied to
both sides of the sample using a screen-printing method
before electrochemical measurements. Then, to act as
current collectors and lead wires (four probes), silver
mesh (Alfa Aesar, item number 40936) and gold wire (Alfa
Aesar, item number 00725) were attached to the silver
paste surfaces (Alfa Aesar, item number 44075). Finally,
the sample was dried at 150◦C on a hot plate to ensure
good adhesion.

2.6 Fabrication of single cells

The single-cell based on BCZYYb half-cell with BCF cath-
odewas fabricated. The anode green pellets were produced
by dry pressing of BCZYYb anode precursor powder at
350MPa for 120 s in circular carbon-aided steel die set, with

a diameter of 19 mm and a thickness of 2 mm. Electrolyte
layers were screen-printed on both sides of green anode
pellets using electrolyte paste and then fired at 1450◦C for
18 h. The extra electrolyte layer was removed from sintered
pellets, and the electrolyte layer was screen-printed with
BCF paste (∼20 μm) of 12 mm in diameter. After that, the
entire structure was fired at 900◦C for 5 h. Silver mesh and
gold wire were used as current collectors before the single-
cell tests, and they were attached to the electrode surfaces
with silver paste.

2.7 Characterization

TheX-ray diffraction (XRD) patternswere recorded using a
Rigaku Ultima IV diffractometer with monochromatic Cu
K radiation (1.5406 Å) with as-prepared powder samples or
crushed down powders from dense pellets. The scanning
rate was 1◦/min with a 0.02◦ step length and a 20◦–80◦ 2θ
scan range. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of BCF
powders and pellets was studied using a Hitachi S-4800
microscope with a 10-kV acceleration voltage and a 10-μA
emission current. Moreover, the backscattering SEM was
also conducted at the Hitachi S-4800 with the YAG–BSE
(yttrium aluminum garnet–backscatter electron) detector
under a similar condition.
Symmetrical cells were measured by Gamry Reference

600 Plus Potentiostat electrochemical impedance spec-
tra (EIS) over a range of temperatures 300–700◦C under
wet flowing air (through room-temperature water bub-
bler, 50 ml min−1) using a signal amplitude of 10 mV in
the frequency range of 0.01 Hz–5 MHz. The temperature
increased to 700◦C with a 2◦C/min ramping rate, and the
sample was held to stabilize for 1 h at this temperature,
and subsequent temperature points down to 300◦C with
a 50◦C step size. Results obtained from EIS were further
analyzed with ZView software. The BCF + 20 mol% NiO
symmetrical cells were measured under the sequenced
atmospheres of dry 5% H2, dry H2, wet 5% H2, and wet H2
with 50 ml min−1 for 24 h for each at 750◦C.
The performance of the fuel cell was taken by a Gamry

Reference 3000 from 550 to 700◦C. The flowing air was
applied on the cathode side, and the anode side was
reduced by 5% H2 and pure H2 for 24 h, separately. Fol-
lowing that, EIS (with a perturbation voltage of 10 mV and
a frequency range of 0.01 Hz–1 MHz), cyclic voltammetry,
Potentiostat EIS, and open-circuit voltages (OCVs) were
used.
The concentration cell’s electromotive force (EMF) test

was obtained by applying each side under different atmo-
spheres with controlled gas compositions to determine
the transfer numbers from 400 to 700◦C. The testing
concentration cells with the following construction28:
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Gas(I), Ag electrode(I)/BCF dense pellet/Ag
electrode(II), gas(II).
BCF conducts protons, oxygen ions, and electron holes

in our case. Theoretical EMFs (Vcal) could be expressed by
the following equation, in which R is the ideal gas con-
stant, F is the Faraday constant, T is the temperature, t is
the transfer number (marked with species), and the p is
the partial pressure of gas species at different electrodes
marked with superscripts of I and II:

𝑉cal = 𝑡H+
𝑅𝑇

2𝐹
ln

(
𝑝I
H2

𝑝II
H2

)
+ 𝑡O2−

𝑅𝑇

4𝐹
ln

(
𝑝II
O2

𝑝I
O2

)
(1)

As we take the water formation (Equation 2) into
account, Equation (1) could be rewritten as Equation (3)
under oxidation atmospheres:

2H2 + O2 = 2H2O (2)

𝑉cal = (𝑡H+ + 𝑡O2−)
𝑅𝑇

4𝐹
ln

(
𝑝II
O2

𝑝I
O2

)
+ 𝑡H+

𝑅𝑇

2𝐹
ln

(
𝑝I
H2O

𝑝II
H2O

)

(3)

The EMF test was operated with an oxygen concentra-
tion cell condition with both oxygen and water gradients
on BCF dense pellet samples:
Air–3.12% H2O, Ag electrode(I)/BCF/Ag electrode(II),

O2–3.12% H2O
Air–3.12% H2O, Ag electrode(I)/BCF/Ag electrode(II),

air–1.56% H2O
To calculate the theoreticalVcal, it needs the partial pres-

sures in each condition mentioned previously, assuming
that the measured ti equals 1. The transfer number ti can
be generated by dividing themeasured EMFs (Vmea) by the
calculated one (Vcal), as shown in the following equation:

𝑡𝑖 =
𝑉mea
𝑉cal

(4)

For example, in an oxygen concentration cell, the par-
tial pressure of water on each side is the same. Thus,
Equation (3) transforms into the following equation:

𝑉cal = (𝑡H+ + 𝑡O2−)
𝑅𝑇

4𝐹
ln

(
𝑝II
O2

𝑝I
O2

)
(5)

Assuming 𝑡H+ + 𝑡O2− = 1, inserting the ideal gas con-
stant R, the Faraday constant F, the temperature T, and
partial pressures of oxygen into the equation, Vcal is
calculated.

And for the concentration cell with a water gradient, the
partial pressure of oxygen on each side is the same that
Equation (3) transforms into the following equation:

𝑉cal = 𝑡H+
𝑅𝑇

2𝐹
ln

(
𝑝I
H2O

𝑝II
H2O

)
(6)

Moreover, transfer numbers were corrected by consid-
ering electrode polarization with the following equation,
in which Rele is the electrolyte resistance, the Rtotal is the
total resistance, including the Rele, and the polarization
resistance of electrodes.29 These resistances were deter-
mined by EIS tested by Gamry Reference 3000 and fitted
by equivalent circuits:

𝑡𝑖 = 1 −
𝑅ele
𝑅total

(
1 −

𝑉mea
𝑉cal

)
(7)

The OCV measurement was taken by Gamry Reference
3000 at 900◦C under different biases, including air/5%
H2 and air/H2 with a flow rate of 50 ml min−1. The EIS
was collected by a Gamry Reference 600 Plus at 750◦C in
sequenced atmospheres of wet 5%H2 (balanced byAr), wet
air, and back to wet 5% H2 with a flow rate of 50 ml min−1
(the humidity was introduced by following through room-
temperature water bubbler). The data was collected using
a perturbation voltage of 10 mV and a frequency range of
0.01–5 MHz.
The obtained EIS results were analyzed by fitting out-

put resistances to output resistances using ZView software
based on the equivalent circuit model and then convert-
ing to conductivities. The resulting impedance spectra
were deconvoluted with the distribution of relaxation time
(DRT) program from Ciucci et al.30 with regularization
parameter λ = 0.1.
All cells investigated in this paper were summarized in

Table 1.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 BCF TPOC’s crystal structures

To achieve the thermodynamically stable BCFpowders,we
utilized the one-potmodified Pechinimethod to synthesize
BCF powders (BCF-Multi). The atom-level dispersion of
rawmaterials ensured the fast and complete chemical reac-
tion at high temperatures for forming stable BCF powder.
Figure 2 summarizes the XRDpatterns of the BCFpowders
obtained at different synthesis stages. The charcoal-like
primary powder (black plot in Figure 2A) obtained by dry-
ing the viscous gel at 150◦C is amorphous, proving that
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F IGURE 2 (A) X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of BCF powders obtained at different synthesis stages. (B) XRD Rietveld refinement
result of the BCF-Multi powder

TABLE 1 Summary of cells fabricated in different
configurations

No. Cell name Electrolyte Electrodes
1 BCF symmetric cell on

BCZYYb
BCZYYb BCF

2 BCF symmetric cell on
BZY20

BZY20 BCF

3 BCF + 20 mol% NiO
symmetric cell

BCZYYb BCF + 20 mol%
NiO

4 BCF single cell BCZYYb BCF (cathode)
BCZYYb-NiO
(anode)

5 BCF-conductivity BCF None
6 BCF–EMF BCF None
7 BCF–OCV BCF None

Abbreviations: EMF, electromotive force; OCV, open-circuit voltage.

the metal elements in the raw materials were dispersed
very well. The calcination at 600◦C for 5 h in stagnant
air removed the amorphous phase and formed carbonates,
perovskite oxides, and simple oxides with smaller crystal-
lite sizes (red plot in Figure 2A). The long-termball-milling
and recalcination at 500◦C for 5 h in the same atmo-
sphere (blue plot in Figure 2A) did not change the crystal
structure of BCF powder compared to the one calcined at
600◦C (BCF precursor powder). The further calcination
at 900◦C for 5 h in stagnant air (green plot in Figure 2A)
formed twin perovskite phases (orthorhombic and cubic
phases) with a tiny amount of barium carbonate impu-
rity (BCF-Multi powder). The Rietveld refinement of the
900◦C-calcined powder (Figure 2B) indicates that the final
BCF powder comprises orthorhombic perovskite phase
(73%), cubic perovskite phase (24%), and barium carbon-

ate (3%). The phase composition of the BCF composite
is consistent with the literature.21,24,25,31 A small amount
of barium carbonate was usually observed, while synthe-
sizing barium containing perovskite oxides by calcining
the charcoal-like primary powder derived from the mod-
ified Pechini method at a temperature lower than or equal
to 900◦C. Both the poor air exchange of the box furnace
and high powder packing bed could be the reasons caused
the residual barium carbonates, which can be removed by
better control of the calcination process. From Figure 2,
we can conclude that by calcining the charcoal-like pri-
mary powder derived from themodified Pechinimethod at
900◦C,we can obtain theTPOCs comprising orthorhombic
and cubic perovskite phases as reported in the literature.
We further studied the crystal structures of BCFpowders

synthesized using alternative methods and summarized
the XRD patterns in Figure 3. The direct calcination of
the primary charcoal powder derived from the modified
Pechini method at 900◦C for 5 h (BCF-Direct) resulted
in TPOCs comprising orthorhombic and cubic perovskite
phases without any impurity (black plot in Figure 3).
The relative peak positions of the two phases of the
BCF-Direct powder are consistent with the BCF-Multi
shown in Figure 2A, showing that the final calcination
conditions (temperature, atmosphere, and time) are the
determining parameters to decide the BCF crystal struc-
ture. The pellets obtained after sintering at 1300◦C for
12 h could also achieve the same phase compositions
(red plot in Figure 3) as the BCF-Direct by characterizing
the ground powders. It is easy to conclude that the BCF
TPOCs are relatively stable in an oxidizing atmosphere
(e.g., stagnant air) without noticeable phase changes with
different calcination/sintering temperatures. However, the
reduction-synthesized BCF powder (BCF-Reduction) by
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F IGURE 3 Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the
BCF-Direct powder, BCF dense pellet sintered at 1300◦C in the box
furnace, and BCF powders at 900◦C under 5% H2-reduced
atmospheres (BCF-Reduction)

calcining the fine BCF precursor powder at 900◦C for
5 h in a reducing atmosphere (dry 5 vol% H2 balanced
by Ar) showed a pure orthorhombic perovskite crystal
structure rather than TPOC (blue plot in Figure 3). No
other impure peaks (e.g., iron metal) were observed in
this reducing-atmosphere synthesized BCF powder, show-
ing no precipitation. It is not surprising that the reducing
atmosphere preferred the existence of lower oxidation
states of Ce3+ and Fe2+/Fe3+ rather than Ce4+ and Fe4+,
transitioning the structure to the orthorhombic perovskite,
according to tolerance factors (0.939–0.847). Thus, the BCF
crystal structure is susceptible to exposure atmospheres.
We further studied the temperature and atmosphere

effects on the BCF crystal structure to provide more
information to determine TPOC’s suitability for specific
applications. The BCF-Direct TPOC powder was used as
an initial powder to perform treatment at different temper-
atures under different atmospheres. Figure 4 summarizes
theXRDpatterns of the BCFpowders after reducing at 900,
750, and 650◦C in dry 5 vol%H2 balanced byAr for 24 h and
the ones after reoxidizing of reduced samples in the air at
the same temperatures for the same time. Corresponding
samples were labeled with -R for reducing atmosphere-
treated ones and -RO for reoxidizing atmosphere-treated
ones under air. The reduction at 900◦C could fully con-
vert the BCFTPOC to phase-pure orthorhombic perovskite
oxide without any impurity or precipitation, which is
consistent with the XRD patterns for the BCF powder syn-
thesized under the same reducing atmosphere (dry 5 vol%
H2 balanced by Ar) and temperature (i.e., 900◦C) as shown
in Figure 3. This consistent observation indicates that the
reduction for 24 h at 900◦C is long enough to reach the

F IGURE 4 X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of prepared
BCF-Direct (900◦C 5 h), reduced samples under 5% H2 for 24 h, and
reoxidized samples of reduced ones under air for 24 h 900, 750, and
600◦C, respectively

thermodynamic equilibrium. Although the reoxidation in
the air at 900◦C for 24 h could recover the BCF-Direct
with orthorhombic and cubic perovskite phases, the per-
centage of the cubic phase is much lower than the original
BCF TPOC before treatments (black plot in Figure 4).
The enlarged particle size probably hindered this incom-
plete recovery of phase composition after reducing the
BCF powder (Figure 5B). Compared to the redox results
for the BCF powders treated at 900◦C, the BCF powders
reduced and reoxidized at the lower temperatures of 750
and 600◦C showed very different structure evolution. The
BCF-Direct TPOC powders were only partially reduced at
these two temperatures. Instead of forming a phase-pure
orthorhombic perovskite phase, the reduced BCF powders
still comprised orthorhombic and cubic perovskite phases,
although the relative density of the cubic phase decreased
to some degree compared to the original BCF-Direct
powder. This incomplete reduction might be caused by
the intrinsic thermodynamic equilibrium or the sluggish
reduction kinetics, which is under our ongoing investiga-
tion. The reoxidation at 750 and 600◦C in the air for 24 h
did not change the XRD patterns of the reduced BCF pow-
ders. These results indicate that reducing the original BCF
TPOC powder at 750 and 600◦C could prepare two new
BCF TPOCs with a relatively lower percentage of cubic
phase and higher orthorhombic phase, which are stable
under both reducing and oxidizing atmospheres. In detail,
the BCF TPOC treated at 750◦C, the higher temperature,
possessed ahigher amount of orthorhombic phase than the
one treated at 600◦C, the lower temperature. Therefore,
even though only 24 h of reduction and reoxidation were
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F IGURE 5 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images for (A) as-prepared BCF powder at 900◦C, (B) reduced BCF 900-R, and (C)
reoxidized BCF 900-RO powders

demonstrated, it still has the potential to obtain stable BCF
TPOCs with controlled ratios between the orthorhombic
and cubic perovskite phases under variable atmospheres
at specific temperatures. Moreover, considering the pre-
dominant conduction properties of each perovskite phase
(i.e., orthorhombic phase: proton conduction; cubic phase:
mixed oxygen ion and electron conduction), different elec-
trochemical properties could be achieved with changed
phase compositions.

3.2 Electrochemical properties under
oxidizing atmospheres

The electrochemical properties were first studied by the
EIS and the EMF test using dense BCF TPOC pellets.
The BCF TPOC powder calcined at 900◦Cwas dry-pressed
into pellets and then sintered at 1300◦C for 12 h to
obtain dense BCF pellets. A dense pellet was painted
with identical silver electrodes on both sides to make
EIS and EMF measurements of electrochemical cells. The
EIS measurement of the symmetrical cells in the wet air
atmosphere was performed from 400 to 700◦C. The total
conductivity was calculated by the resistance (first inter-
cept with X-axis) obtained by EIS measurement and the
dimensions of the BCF dense pellet. The results (black
plot in Figure 6A) show a minimal transport activation
energy (i.e., 0.11 eV) at temperatures between 400 and
600◦C, much lower than the activation energies for pro-
ton (around 0.4–0.6 eV) or oxygen ion (usually higher than
1.0 eV) transport. Negative temperature dependence was
observed when the temperature was higher than 600◦C.
The less or negatively temperature-dependent conduc-
tivity usually indicates that the electronic conductivity
dominates the transport behavior under this condition.24
Another dense pellet with Ag current collectors was

sealed on the end of an alumina tube for performing
the EMF measurement to investigate the partial conduc-
tion behavior. The voltage of the concentration cell was
obtained by adjusting the oxygen concentration gradient

andwater concentration gradient. Thewet oxidizing atmo-
spheres were used to get the partial conduction properties,
under which the BCF is relatively stable, as confirmed
previously. In Figure 6B, the dependence of ionic trans-
fer numbers on temperature indicates that the total ionic
transfer number is lower than 2% in the whole tempera-
ture range (400–700◦C), although a positive effect is found.
The proton transfer number dominates the total ionic
transport at lower temperatures, whereas the oxygen ion
transfer number dominates at higher temperatures. The
partial conductivities of the electron, proton, and oxygen
ion were calculated using the total conductivity and the
transfer numbers and displayed in Figure 6A (red, blue,
and green plots). The electronic conductivity almost over-
lapped with the total conductivity because of the high
transfer number (>98%). The oxygen ion and proton con-
ductivities are almost two orders of magnitude lower than
the electronic conductivity. The oxygen ion conductivity is
higher than the proton conductivity when the temperature
is higher than 550◦C. It is worthy to note that, the ionic
transfer numbers are too low to accurately calculate par-
tial ionic conductivities at lower temperatures. Therefore,
we can conclude that the BCF TPOC synthesized in the
oxidizing atmosphere showed triple-conducting proper-
ties with predominant electronic conductivity in oxidizing
atmospheres.

3.3 Electrochemical properties under
reducing/oxidizing gradients

It has been shown that the reducing atmosphere (e.g.,
5 vol% H2 balanced by Ar) can entirely reduce the TPOC
powder into phase-pure orthorhombic perovskite at
900◦C. As the predominant conducting properties of
cubic and orthorhombic phases are different, OCVs
should be built when the BCF pellets are placed under
reducing (5 vol% H2 balanced by Ar or pure H2)/oxidizing
(air) gradients, which is a crucial feature of electrolyte
materials. The OCV was measured at 900◦C under these
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F IGURE 6 (A) Temperature dependence of total and calculated partial conductivities under wet air conditions for the BCF dense pellet.
(B) Ionic transfer numbers of BCF under oxygen and water partial pressure gradients. (Error bars were labeled as the shadow areas based on
standard deviations.)

F IGURE 7 Atmosphere dependence of open-circuit voltages
for the dense BCF pellet

reducing/oxidizing gradients using a dense BCF pellet
with the same configuration as the EMF test. Figure 7
indicates that the OCV under air/5%H2 gradient increased
from a near-zero value to ∼14 mV rapidly and stabilized
for ∼24 h. This experimentally measured OCV is much
lower than the theoretical OCV calculated using the
Nernst equation by assuming the unity of ionic transfer
number, consistent with the high electron transfer number
obtained by the EMF test. After using H2 to replace 5%
H2, the OCV jumped to ∼500 mV and then got stable at
∼470 mV after ∼6 h. Once the gradient was changed back
to air/5% H2, the potential rapidly dropped to ∼25 mV and

kept at∼16mV in the following several hours, proving that
the setup was still gas tightened. When the pure H2 was
reused, the OCV fully recovered at ∼ 470 mV with some
fluctuation. Considering the predominated conduction
in different phases discussed before, if the cubic phase
was entirely reduced at 900◦C like powder samples, a
reduced dense pellet should offer higher OCV values than
∼470 mV based on the Nyquist equation.
The dense BCF TPOC pellets after the OCV measure-

ment at 900◦C under the reducing/oxidizing gradient
were studied to investigate the microstructure and phase
composition by taking the back-scattering SEM images
from different locations (reducing side, 30 μm from the
reducing side, 70 μm from the reducing side, and oxidiz-
ing side) across the pellet cross section and comparing
them with the fresh pellets sintered at 1300◦C in stag-
nant air (Figure 8A). It is clear that the pellet still shows
microstructures comprising homogeneously distributed
dark grains (Fe-riched cubic phase) and bright grain (Ce-
riched orthorhombic phase). It is not surprising that the
microstructure at the oxidizing side (Figure 8B) looks the
same as the fresh pellet (Figure 8A) as the phase com-
position is stable in the air atmosphere, as discussed for
powder samples. However, tiny particles were observed at
the grain boundary part of the surface at the reduction
side (Figure 8C), indicating that the reduction reaction
occurred by forming new grains at the interface between
the two different types of perovskites rather than reduc-
ing the whole cubic phase grains during the reducing
operation. According to the BS-SEM images, new-formed
grains appear in the same color as the orthorhombic per-
ovskite. Combined with the reduction reaction of powder
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F IGURE 8 Cross-sectional back-scattering scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image for (A) the as-prepared dense BCF pellet, (B) the
part contact air atmosphere, (C) the part contacts reducing atmospheres, (D) ∼30 μm away from the surface contact reducing atmospheres,
(E) the high magnification image for the part in (D), and (F) ∼70 μm away from the surface contact reducing atmospheres

samples, new grains should belong to the orthorhombic
phase. Small grains can also be found in the interface
regions in the BS-SEM images at ∼30 μm (Figure 8D,E)
from the reduction side.Moving the observation to∼70 μm
(Figure 8F) from the reduction side, we can hardly find
the new-formed phases caused by reduction, indicating
that the pellet established steady distribution as same
as the as-prepared dense pellet of the TPOC under the
oxidizing/reducing gradients. Thus, compared to pow-
der samples, the dense pellet comprised large grains
and the dense structure offered better resistance to the
phase structure effects of reducing atmospheres in the
microstructure aspect. The reduction reaction happened
with new orthorhombic formed at the interfaces of two
kinds of perovskites, responsible for the increased OCV or
ionic transfer number compared to the conduction behav-
ior in an oxidizing atmosphere. Although the OCV or the
ionic transfer is not enough to allow BCF TPOC to work

as an electrolyte membrane, the sensitive OCVs changed
from 25 to 470 mV when switching reducing gas from 5%
H2 to pure hydrogen directly proved the BCF’s feasibility
of a promising hydrogen sensor.

3.4 Electrochemical properties under
cathodic conditions of PCFCs

The excellent structural stability and triple conductivity
under oxidizing atmospheres in a large temperature range
(room temperature to 1300◦C), demonstrated in the pre-
vious sections, make it a potential cathode material for
PCFCs. The BCF electrodes were applied to BZY20 and
BCZYYb electrolyte pellets to prepare symmetric cells for
measuring the oxygen reduction reaction performance in
the air using EIS measurement. Figure 9A,B provides the
SEM images of BCF cathodes on both BZY20 and BCZYYb
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F IGURE 9 Cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images for the BCF electrodes on (A) BZY20 and (B) BCZYYb
electrolytes, respectively. (C) The example fitting of the electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) plot of the BCF on the BCZYYb sample was
tested at 550◦C (the inset is the equivalent circuit used for fitting). And (D) temperature dependence of area-specific resistance (ASR) values
of BCF electrodes on different electrolytes compared with the values of state-of-the-art cathode materials BCFZY0.1 on BCZYYb electrolyte7

pellets, indicating that similar excellent porous nanos-
tructures were formed on both electrolytes. An example
EIS result of BCF on BCZYYb at 550◦C and its fitting
curve is displayed in Figure 9C, in which the Nyquist plot
consists of an intercept at the X-axis at high frequency,
two depressed small semicircles at both high-frequency
range (R–H) and low-frequency range (R–L). The equiva-
lent circuit model (inset in Figure 9C) was utilized to fit
raw data by ZView software. Figure 9D summarizes the
area-specific resistances (ASRs) of BCF cathodes on both
electrolytes versus operating temperatures. The perfor-
mance was also compared with the state-of-the-art triple
conducting oxide cathode of BCFZY0.1. The BCF TPOC
cathodes show activation energies (1.25 eV BZY20 and 1
32 eV on BCZYYb) higher than the BCFZY0.1 cathode
on BCZYYb (0.80 eV). In detail, the good ASRs of 0.31
and 0.59 Ω cm2 were obtained on BZY20 and BCZYYb
electrolytes at 600◦C, respectively. However, the ASRs for

BCF TPOC cathodes achieved similar or better ASRs at
high temperatures (550–700◦C). For the ASRs at low tem-
peratures (550–300◦C), the BCF TPOC cathodes showed
lower values than the BCFZY0.1 cathode. Therefore, we
can conclude that BCF TPOC can work as an excellent
high-temperature cathode for PCFCs.
Another cell was fabricated based on the

half-cell of BCZYYb with the configuration of
BCF/BCZYYb/BCZYYb + 60 wt% NiO to evaluate the
performance of BCF as the cathode of PCFCs. Figure 10
summarizes the cell performance and EIS analysis for the
single cells at 550–700◦C under the H2/air gradient and
the SEM image of the tested cells. The I–V and I–P curves
(Figure 10A) show that the single cells’ OCVs at 700, 650,
600, and 550◦C, respectively, are 1.003, 1.005, 1.024, and
1.047 V, which are close to the theoretical OCV values
at these temperatures, indicating the negligibly small
electronic leak through electrolyte film and the excellent
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F IGURE 10 (A) Single-cell I–V and I–P curves at various temperatures in a dry hydrogen atmosphere. (B) The electrochemical
impedance spectra (EIS) data for fuel cells at 550–700◦C. (C) The polarization, ohmic, and total resistances are determined from the EIS. (D)
The cross-sectional morphology of the single-cell after testing

gas-tight cell sealing. The peak power densities at corre-
sponding temperatures are 265, 175, 133, and 86 mW cm2.
Figure 10B presents the open circuit EIS analysis results
for the single cells under air/H2 gradient at different tem-
peratures. The experimental data markers of the Nyquist
plot measured at investigated temperatures of 550–700◦C
have intercepts on the Z-real axis, ascribing to the ohmic
resistance (RO). The rest of the data markers at the lower
frequency range respond to the polarization resistance
(RP). The fitting spectra by ZView software using the
equivalent circuit model (inset in Figure 10B) allowed the
determination of RO, RP, and the total resistance RT.
The RO decreases from 1.43 to 0.65 Ω cm2 as the tempera-
ture rises from 550 to 700◦C. The calculated conductivities
of the electrolyte film are 1.7, 2.2, 2.8, and 3.8 mS cm−1

at 550◦C, respectively, 600, 650, and 700◦C, based on the
electrolyte thickness of 25 μm (Figure 10D). The values
are much larger than the conductivities at corresponding
temperatures for the BCZYYb pellet measured under wet
5% H2. Therefore, there must have some extra resources
for the high ohmic resistances, which need further

investigation. The polarization ASRs (RP) at 700, 650, 600,
and 550◦C are 0.14, 0.33, 0.52, and 1.07 Ω cm2, respectively.
Compared with the reported cathode BCF (gray plot in
Figure 10C), the RP around 0.75 Ω cm2 is bigger than our
value (∼31% improvement) at 600◦C,21 which indicates the
improvement of the performance of BCF prepared by our
multistep-modified Pechini method as the cathode. Thus,
the modified Pechini method derived BCF is a promising
candidate as a TPOC cathode of PCFCs. Figure 10D shows
the SEM image of the single-cell cross section after the
performance testing. The adhesion between the cathode
and the electrolyte is still excellent. The cathode and
anode layers keep good porosity.

3.5 Electrochemical properties under
anodic conditions of PCFCs

The BCF TPOC was also characterized under anodic
conditions to check the electrochemical properties as the
dominated orthorhombic perovskite phase exhibits
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F IGURE 11 (A) X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of BCF powders at the end of each treatment atmosphere (24 h for every process). (B)
Area-specific resistances (ASR) value versus atmosphere. (C) Distribution of relaxation time (DRT) analysis of the impedance spectra
obtained at the end of each atmosphere

proton conduction in reducing atmospheres.
BCF + 20 mol% NiO was utilized to characterize and
analyze impedance spectra under different atmospheres
combined with the DRT method at 750◦C. The NiO was
added to improve the electronic conductivity and the
catalyst for the H2 absorption, which is commonly used
in PCFCs’ anode. The phase evolution of the BCF-Direct
powder was used to simulate the phase evolution during
the sequenced atmosphere change (Figure 11A). For the
anode part of PCFCs, possible elementary reactions are
listed as following32:

H2 (g) + Ni→ 2Had (Ni) (hydrogen adsorption and
dissociation) (1)

Had (Ni)→ Had
+ (Ni) + e− (proton formation) (2)

Had
+ (Ni)→ H+ (Elesu) (proton diffuse to electrolyte

surface) (3)
Had

+ (Elesu)→ H+ (Elela) (proton incorporate to
lattice) (4)

As shown in Figure 11B, with the atmosphere chang-
ing from dry 5% H2 to dry H2, wet 5% H2, and then wet
H2, the ASR values show an apparent decrease indicat-
ing that the proton conduction exhibited and showed the
dominance inside the sample, which greatly affected by
increasing 𝑝H2O

and 𝑝H2
. This feature fits the requirement

of anodematerials based on elementary reactions. Further-
more, considering the more significant amount of cubic
phase (with mixed oxygen ion and electron conduction)
in wet reducing atmospheres than in dry ones, the extra
charge carriers under wet atmospheres also contributed to
the ASR decrease.
The DRT method was applied to unravel different ele-

mentary steps that cannot be determined in the EIS as
mentioned previously.32–35 In Figure 11C, five peaks can
be observed in the curve of g(τ) versus τ (relaxation time),
denoted as P1–P5, ranging from low relaxation time (LRT)

to high relaxation time (HRT). The peaks indicate the
possible five processes detectable for BCF under each con-
dition. The LRT range P1 and P2 below 10−4 are related
to the charge transfer at the interface. The middle relax-
ation time (MRT) range P3 near 10−3 is associated with
ion diffusion. The HRT range P4 and P5 above 10−2 repre-
sent the surface’s gas diffusion and adsorption processes.34
The intensity of g(τ) for P1 is reversed with the order of
the relative amount of cubic perovskite phase (Figure 11A),
the mixed ionic and electronic conducting phase. In the
LRT range, the P1 is more prone to the electronic transfer
process at the interfaces between two perovskite phases or
between the perovskite phase andNi, considering that pro-
tonic conduction dominates the conduction process under
a reducing atmosphere. The P2, located in the LRT range,
responds to the interface’s protonic transfer. This process
was promoted, with almost negligible intensity, by the
extra catalytic activity of Ni, except the one under dry H2
with the sluggish electronic transfer, which may hinder
the protonic transfer. In the MRT range, the P3 shows a
strong dependence of 𝑝H2

, whereas the intensity of g(τ)
decreases along with the increase of 𝑝H2

, indicating this
process represents the intragrain proton diffusion. Finally,
in the HRT range, the P4 shows the dependence of 𝑝H2O

and exhibits the same tendency of the relative amount of
cubic phase change, which hints that P4 may represent
the H2O decomposition and O2− diffusion at the surface of
materials, especially at the cubic phase. The P5 reveals the
dependence of both 𝑝H2O

and 𝑝H2
and takes the respon-

sibility for H2O absorption at the surface. Consequently,
BCF+NiO exhibits the triple-conducting properties under
reducing atmospheres at 750◦C with repressed conductiv-
ity showing low ASR values than the typical requirement
of anode materials for PCFCs. Furthermore, combined
with themicrostructure change after reducing atmosphere
treatments on BCF powder samples and dense pellets, the
XRD patterns of sequentially treated BCF powders under
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reducing atmospheres at 750◦C prove that the TPOC BCF
shows a continuous change versus the treatment time,
leading to undesired consequences in the practical anodic
applications.

4 CONCLUSIONS

This work conducted a series of experiments to carefully
investigate the phase compositional, microstructural, and
electrochemical change of BCF dual-phase material, con-
sisting of cubic and orthorhombic perovskite phases, based
on various atmospheres and temperatures. XRD patterns
and SEM images of BCF powders after different treat-
ments show that the cubic perovskite phase is sensitive
to the reducing atmospheres, which could be reduced
into an orthorhombic phase above 600◦C by the reaction
happened at interfaces between the two phases. Besides,
microstructures show apparent change after the treatment
due to the reduction reaction, which dramatically affects
the reoxidation of cubic phases. Electrochemical charac-
terizations on BCF dense pellets illustrate the coexistence
of multi-ionic conductions and electronic conduction.
Apparent conducting property varies based on the phase
composition and microstructure changes as predominate
conduction in each phase is different.
Furthermore, as per these changes, a better under-

standing of the electrochemical properties of BCF samples
was achieved by investigating the reducing/oxidizing gra-
dients, cathodic conditions, and anodic conditions were
conducted to get insight into BCF for electrochemical
cell applications. BCF shows hydrogen partial pressure
change sensitivity under the reducing/oxidizing gradients,
which established OCV change from ∼16 to ∼470 mV in a
short period. Combined modified Pechini method, triple-
conductingBCF achieved amore competitive performance
than the state-of-the-art cathode materials BCFZY0.1 in
ASR. Furthermore, demonstrated single cell achieves bet-
ter performance than the previous report,21 showing ∼31%
less polarization resistance at 600◦C. Last, under anodic
conditions, the BCF shows multi-ionic conduction and
electronic conduction, accompanied by phase composition
and microstructure changes that hinder the achievability
of good anodic performance. The understanding of appar-
ent properties variation under different conditions accord-
ing to the phase evolution guided the future research of
BCF and showed an exemplar analysis methodology for
other TPOCs.
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